IN LIEU OF
DIRECTORS’ MEETING
MONDAY,
JUNE 30, 2014

I. CITY CLERK

II. MAYOR
1. NEWS RELEASE. Volunteers needed for Oak Lake cleanup July 5th.
2. NEWS RELEASE. Lane closure to begin Monday at intersection of Centennial Mall and “O” Street.

III. DIRECTORS CORRESPONDENCE

PLANNING COMMISSION

PLANNING DEPARTMENT
1. Administrative Amendment No. 14015 approved by the Planning Director on June 18, 2014.
2. The Urban Design Committee scheduled for Tuesday, July 1, 2014 has been canceled due to the lack of agenda items.

IV. COUNCIL MEMBERS

JON CAMP
1. Correspondence fro Eric Zach regarding Chateau Apartments, and replies.

V. CORRESPONDENCE FROM CITIZENS
1. Letter from Randy Taylor regarding Ordinances 14-66, 16-6, and 14R-161.
   a) Administrative Regulation regarding the purchase, dedication, donation, or sale of real property. (Distributed to Council Members before meeting on 06.23.14)
2. Becky Cole correspondence stating her opposition for the proposed Lincoln Housing Authority project. (Distributed to Council Members before meeting on 06.23.14)
3. Carri Honz stating her reasons for opposition to the zoning amendment to the Van Dorn Meadows CUP.
4. Veterans’ Stories Kick Off Community Health Endowments’s Community Conversations Series, “My Story”.
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